SilverLife Product Presentation

MediTec SilverCare department as part of MediTec Group is dedicated to development of good health and the elevation of the general health progress of people. In order to attain good health, nutritious food, clean water and a functioning immune system is paramount objectives.

SilverLife is a liquid immune boosting pure silver mineral supplement, with no side effects on the human body or the environment, shown by the World Health Organization, WHO, and the the US Environmental Protection Agency, EPA. SilverLife is an approved product by WHO (WHO; 1994) and EU (COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 1048/2005; Silver: 231-131-3, 7440-22-4, SK) and is sold in authorized pharmacies and health shops, for people with temporary or permanent low immune system, based on WHO full human safety of pure silver.

The manufacturing of the SilverLife product is highly complicated because the low concentration of the silver mineral must be made with absolutely pure water and that the dispersed form of the pure mineral, in order to be active, has to stay in solution. MediTec has during an extensive period done research on the effect of pure silver mineral. MediTec operates with top of the art machinery for top of the line manufacturing and our mission is the production of the supreme quality, immune boosting, pure silver mineral product; SilverLife.
MediTec Limited Company Presentation
MediTec is a company dealing in health development regarding pharmaceuticals, solar driven water purification and sustainable energy production. The company has extensive experience of silver mineral products. The SilverCare department holds equipment for production of silver immune boosting products of the highest quality. This top of the art technology result in a product second to none.

SilverLife Pure Silver Mineral Product Presentation
MediTec SilverCare department produces the supreme quality, pure silver mineral immune boosting product SilverLife. SilverLife is in solution for meant for ingestion, spraying on skin and surfaces plus for water purification.

Human use of the water solution of silver is based on the fact that the body consists of 70 % water and that water is the most important component in the body. To attain an optimally functioning body, high capacity immune boosting products are of supreme importance. In cases of low immune system SilverLife is needed to uphold full body function.

Human Pure Silver Mineral Ingestion
In 1940 the natural intake for the human body of silver in USA was 88 microgram per day (Kehoe et al., 1940). Studies on silver mineral in 1972, show that natural human ingestion was 27-88 microgram per day (Hamilton et al., 1972/1973). Today the maximum general natural availability of the immune boosting capacity of the silver mineral is 2 - 8 microgram per day (WHO, 1984; Gibson et al., 1984).

Using 10 – 30 ml of SilverLife, reestablishes the same natural intake of silver as in the 1940’s. Silver mineral as immune boosting mineral fully compensate the natural intake of the mineral, whilst being fully safe to the human body.

WHO and EPA Silver Mineral NOAEL and LOAEL Recommendation
WHO has given the NOAEL, No-Observed-Adverse-Effect-Level in mineral safety studies, of 10 grams of silver mineral over a lifetime and the LOAEL, Lowest-Observed-Adverse-Effect-Level in mineral safety studies, of 25 grams of the mineral silver over a lifetime (WHO, 1993, 2nd ed. Vol. 1). SilverLife is recommended use is 10 - 30 ml per day.

SilverLife daily WHO recommendation intake of 30 ml per day over 330 years lifetime will safely meet the WHO NOAEL reference. An intake of 10 ml/day for 900 years is safely under NOAEL reference. With 10 ml a day for 2250 years you remain under LOAEL reference of 25 grams of safe intake over a lifetime (U.S. EPA, 1996, 3432-64/7440-22-4).

Fully Safe Pure Silver Mineral Immune Boosting Product SilverLife
Only in the last decades has pure mineral technology begun to evolve and is today a most valuable science where we fully can understand the wide aspects of possibilities of the applications of this field (Havel et al., 2008). Studies made on usage of pure metallic silver consistently show no aversive effects on human health (Hill and Pillsbury, 1939; Rosenman et al., 1987; Pifer et al., 1989; Breitstadt, 1995; Williams and Gardner, 1995) as metallic pure forms of silver has no negative effect on the human body (Drake et al., 2005).

Today leading edge mineral suspension technology exists to produce SilverLife surface disinfection, water purification product that also in low concentration, in a natural manner assist the body immune system (Havel et al., 2008). The SilverLife technology has been developed in the 21st century. Through this technology a pure form of the silver mineral is produced, assisting the immune capacity, whilst yet being a natural product. The mineral is used for ingestion, as spraying on the skin and surfaces plus for water purification, with no negative effect on the human body.

SilverLife is effective in the low 3 ppm, parts per million, concentration and so provides wide margins of safety whereas by definition being non-toxic (Hussain et al, 2005; Hussain et al, 2006; Saber, 2006; Braydich-Stolle et al., 2005; Georgsen, 2007). SilverLife is giving optimal efficiency through the oxidation capacity that takes out germ in the body, on skin, surfaces and in polluted water (Soto et al., 2008).
SilverLife recommended 10 - 30 ml per day give a wide safety margin to established regulatory data where WHO and EPA state that silver mineral of 3 ppm SilverLife is safe by its most rigorous recommendation (WHO, 1993, 2nd ed. Vol. 1; U.S. EPA, 1996, 3432-64/7440-22-4).

**SilverLife Pure Silver Mineral Immune Boosting Function**

Silver mineral, as a natural immune boosting product assists the body as it is a natural part of human environment (Havel et al., 2008) that offer aiding ability to the body tissue generating acceleration of tissue reparation process whilst used internally and topically (Soto et al., 2008). Silver is recognized for its oxygen carrying capacity.

Oxygen is essential for life and enhances cell breathing. Silver oxidizing capacity assist the immune system neutralizing anaerobic parasites such as bacteria, myco-bacteria, plasmodium, fungus and virus used internally, in water purification, topically and on surfaces (Che et al., 2003; Samuel et al., 2004; Elechiguerra et al., 2005; Matveeva et al., 2005; Melanye et al., 2005; Lok et al., 2006; Sawosz et al., 2007; Jia et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2008 a; Kim et al., 2008 b; Gerber et al., 2008; Gopiah et al., 2008; Lara et al., 2010).

Normal cellular homeostasis involves a delicate balance between the rate of oxidative production and the rate of antioxidant elimination function (Soto et al., 2008) why the low 3 ppm mineral product concentration is valuable.

It is well documented that the oxidative effects of particles of silver in the body, at the low concentration of 3 ppm, has no negative health effects on the human body and that this concentration supports the cell structure of the body (Furst and Schlauder, 1978; U.S. EPA, 1980; WHO, 1993; Hussain et al, 2005; Braydich-Stolle et al., 2005; Saber, 2006; Hussain et al, 2006; Georgsen, 2007) as well as the mineral oxidation neutralizes parasites.

Used at the fully safe 3 ppm concentration your daily administration of SilverLife immune boosting products is of importance for optimally functioning immune system and general health development of your body functions.

SilverLife is found in authorized pharmacies and health stores presented by professionally trained personnel as MediTec SilverCare department is taking pride in constant education and development of the latest technology on manufacturing and pharmaceutical research in the medical field in cooperation with governmental authorities and reputable hospitals.

**SilverLife - Your Future Health!**
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